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Black womei
Th^ writer is the director of corportneaffairs for the Hanes
Group. She adapted this rnlumn

from a recent speech.

Despite the forces of
slavery, violence and hatred,
black men and women have
fought throughout history to live
their lives together. Together

"As black female profession
1 over tall buildings without tei

speeding bullets without mu
coming trains with a full-tooi
the demands of a career wi
family needs can oroduce an:

piness for the black female a(

one to talk to and no or

Loneliness and alienation art

we've survived an onslaught of
some of the most unimaginable
cruelties ever visited upon a single
race.
And black women who work,

throughout our long history,
have structured and reformed the
definition of womanhood. Indeed,a noted sociologist has said
that the black woman is the most
viable model of womanhood in
America today.
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Black women have worked
alongside black men since the
first African slaves were brought
to America. Together, we helped
to build the wealth of this nation.
Often our labor was free because
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als, we are expected to leap
iring our pantyhose, out-run

ssing our hair and stop onthedgrin. However, juggliryg
th personal relationships or

xiety, frustration and unhap:hiever.For many there is no
\e to listen or understand.
? not uncommon. .
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we had no choice.
As black women, we nerfnrm-

ed all the domestic chores of
-^cleaning, cooking, washing and
scrubbing to survive under
slavery or simply to keep our
families alive. "A woman's gotta
do what a woman's gotta do,"
writes Bebe Campbell. "Survivingis nothing new to us. Mama
and Grandma did that. Sisters
got survival down to a science."
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The Cinnamon Reggae banc
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formance Friday afternoon to
Eugene Hunt, a 20-year-old blacl
who is being tried for the murder c

tinel copy editor Deborah Sykes.
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she sought creative ways to solve
her problems. She also instilled
this legacy of survival in her
children, especially her
daughters. We have always felt if
we can have our daughters look
up to us, then they will never

have to look down on themselves.
From generation to generation,

black mothers have cared, nurturedand protected their children
... and passed on good advice.
Cornelia, a former slave, quotes
her mother as saying, 4T11 kill
you, gal, if you don't stand up
for yourself.'* The traditions
continue. And so does the surv/iiioI
MVOli

Throughout her history, "(the
black woman) had nothing to fall
back on: not maleness, not

whiteness, not ladyhood, not

anything," writes Toni Morrison."And out of the profound
desolation of her reality she may
well have invented herself."
Our desire to survive resulted

in great progress for our race.

Prior to World War I, domestic
work was one of the precious few
occupations open to black
women. It was soon realized,
however, that good education
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was a ticket to a better life for a

black woman and the key to

fulfilling the need for more black
teachers.
With the outbreak of World

War I, the black economic situatamon
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tion worsened. Blacks went north 1

to join the industrial work force. 1
ror Diack women, the doors were 1

open for better education and 1
better jobs. Opportunities seem- 1

ed to abound. But the North
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wasn't the place to be. It was
there that self-esteem began to
either. Black women became the
owest^paid and most exploited
workers in the country. It was in
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